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guide definition meaning merriam webster May 21 2024 1 to act as a guide to direct in a way or course he guided us around the city 2 a to direct supervise or influence
usually to a particular end you ll need a lawyer to guide you through the legal system b to superintend the training or instruction of
guide verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Apr 20 2024 guide to show someone the way to a place often by going with them to show someone a place that
you know well she guided us through the busy streets we were guided around the museums usher somewhat formal to politely take or show someone where you want them
to be especially within a building she ushered her guests to their seats
guide synonyms 85 similar and opposite words merriam Mar 19 2024 some common synonyms of guide are engineer lead pilot and steer while all these words mean to direct
in a course or show the way to be followed guide implies intimate knowledge of the way and of all its difficulties and dangers
guided english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 18 2024 t to show someone how to do something difficult guide someone through something our lawyer guided us through
the more complicated questions on the form fewer examples the government is planning to launch a benchmarking scheme to guide consumers
guide verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jan 17 2024 guide to show somebody the way to a place often by going with them to show somebody a place that
you know well she guided us through the busy streets we were guided around the museums
guide definition meaning dictionary com Dec 16 2023 to guide someone is to assist them in traveling through or in reaching a destination by accompanying them or giving
them directions how does guide compare to synonyms conduct direct and lead find out on thesaurus com
guide definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 15 2023 to lead the way for a person 2 to control the movement or course of an animal vehicle etc by
physical action steer 3 to supervise or instruct a person 4 transitive to direct the affairs of a person company nation etc the president guided the country through the
war
guided synonyms 80 similar and opposite words merriam Oct 14 2023 synonyms for guided led coached showed steered accompanied tutored taught escorted antonyms of
guided followed trailed shadowed tailed hounded dogged tailgated
guided definition in the cambridge english dictionary Sep 13 2023 to show someone how to do something difficult guide someone through something our lawyer guided us
through the more complicated questions on the form fewer examples the government is planning to launch a benchmarking scheme to guide consumers
guided to english examples in context ludwig Aug 12 2023 the phrase guided to is correct and usable in written english you can use it when you want to refer to being
directed or led to a certain place or activity for example the tour guide guided the visitors to the museum s entrance
136 synonyms antonyms for guided thesaurus com Jul 11 2023 find 136 different ways to say guided along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com
guide definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jun 10 2023 a guide is someone who shows you the way you d be lucky to have a kind older sibling to act as your
guide through middle school giving you advice and helping you figure out the school and social scenes
guide 78 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english May 09 2023 do something to for someone informal his music is just phenomenal the first concert i saw of his really did
something to me go to the thesaurus article about these synonyms and antonyms of guide learn more if something or something affects someone or something they have
power to cause a change in someone or something
guided definition meaning dictionary com Apr 08 2023 guided definition accompanied by a guide see examples of guided used in a sentence
guided definition of guided by the free dictionary Mar 07 2023 1 to serve as a guide for conduct 2 to direct the course of steer guide a ship through a channel 3 to exert
control or influence over direct guided the nation through the crisis 4 to supervise the training or education of v intr to serve as a guide
the best tokyo guided tours 2024 free cancellation Feb 06 2023 book the most popular guided tours in tokyo best price and money back guarantee read the reviews of
your fellow travelers
how to get to the cerulean coast southwest shore region ign Jan 05 2023 the easiest path to reach the cerulean coast is by way of the ellac river located below the
greatbridge to castle ensis in the gravesite plain after crossing the greatbridge to the castle front
tokyo full day customizable private guided walking tour Dec 04 2022 visit the most iconic spots in tokyo on a full day guided walking trip with a local expert visit
shibuya crossing explore the winding streets of yanaka and admire the view at tokyo tower
tour guide services by tokyo volunteer guides Nov 03 2022 explore tokyo with local volunteer tour guides find out what to do and eat where to go and stay and
more at go tokyo explore hidden gems even many locals don t know dig deeper the charm of tokyo
a guide to the competitive races on the virginia primary Oct 02 2022 around 11 1 million has been spent on the competitive democratic primary in virginia with five out of
12 candidates vying for the nomination the contenders include eileen filler corn suhas
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